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Critical hospitality management research

Abstract

This paper discusses the development of critical hospitality management research (CHMR) and explores key issues that such approaches raise. The paper is split into two parts. The first reviews contemporary writings that reflect the changing nature of hospitality management research and accounts for the emergence of a critical tradition. The second part identifies eight areas which are central concerns for the future development of CHMR: criticality, ethics and advocacy, scale, claims of legitimacy and research quality, representation, audience, affiliation, institutions and institutional contexts, and the relationship between management research and pedagogy. Associated questions and challenges are surfaced and conclusions drawn.
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Introduction

Hospitality management research has evolved significantly over the past four decades. Several commentators have highlighted the growing methodological and conceptual complexity of emerging work (Pizam, 2008; Rivera and Upchurch, 2008), while others have pointed to the broadening scope and theoretical diversity of contemporary research (Jones, 2004; Lashley, 2008a; Lashley et al., 2007a; Morrison, 2002). The development of diverse approaches to hospitality management research has led several commentators to distinguish between traditional and emerging forms (Jones, 2004; Lashley, 2008a, 2008b; Lashley et al., 2007b). Advocates of different approaches are sometimes conceived as being members of disparate academic ‘tribes’ (Becher and Trowler, 2001), with incompatible norms, methods and approaches (Jones and Lockwood, 2008, Slattery, 1985, 2002, 2003). However, a growing body of work has demonstrated how alternative conceptual and methodological approaches can enhance hospitality management research (Hemmington, 2007; Lashley, 2008a; Lugosi, 2008; Robinson and Lynch, 2007; Morrison and O’Gorman, 2008). This paper builds on and contributes to this body of work by identifying how emergent, critical approaches, which encompass an array of methods, theories and philosophies (Wilson, Harris and Small, 2008), can develop a new agenda for hospitality management research.

Thus, the paper has two aims: to outline the basis for the development of a critical agenda for hospitality management research; and to identify the key questions and challenges that such a critical approach raises for academics. This, in turn, helps to scope out the direction of future research and shape the principles that underpin it. Consequently, the paper is structured into two parts. The first reviews contemporary writings that reflect the changing nature of hospitality management academia and accounts for the emergence of a critical approach. The second part identifies eight areas which are central concerns for the future development of critical hospitality management research (CHMR): criticality, ethics and advocacy, scale, claims of legitimacy and research quality, representation, audience, affiliation, institutions and institutional contexts, and finally, the relationship between management research and pedagogy. Associated questions and challenges are surfaced and conclusions drawn.

The development of a critical approach

In social sciences, debates about the limitations of value-neutral research, reliant on scientific measures and realist or positivistic epistemologies has led to the development of alternative qualitative approaches (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005a; 2005b). These have evolved into broader critical ethical and political movements that have transformed the nature of social scientific inquiry. Management studies and tourism research are going through similar processes of transition, where existing orthodoxies about purpose and methodologies are being questioned (for example, Alvesson and Willmott, 1992, 2004; Grey and Willmott, 2005a; Fournier and Grey, 2000; see also Ateljevic et al., 2007 for changes in tourism research). By way of background, critical management studies (CMS) is a broad conceptual church (Grey and Willmott, 2005), and Thompson (2004) associates CMS with critical theory, critical realism and postmodernism. CMS acknowledges a range of perspectives as well as a variety of stakeholders in addition to management (Grey and Willmott, 2005b). Fournier and Grey (2000) suggest three key inter-related concepts that underpin CMS: de-naturalization, the
questioning of normative hierarchies; *anti-performativity*, challenging the idea that social relations should be entirely instrumental; and *reflexivity*, which disputes positivist research assumptions and/or a masquerade of neutrality and universality. In the CMS ‘project’, it is axiomatic to question the underlying premises of knowledge production, that is, assumptions, commonsense thinking and disciplinary paraphernalia that assures the authority of the production. Grey and Willmott (2005b) argue that CMS follows a basically constructivist ontology where the field is manufactured in the minds of the field researchers rather than by what is ‘out there’. Reflexivity becomes significant not just to take account of author influence but also regarding the processes taking place during knowledge generation. There is an interest in hierarchies, conceptualized as exercises of power, which is focused on how they are produced, legitimised, and the consequences that arise for what is held to be knowledge. More importantly, a significant feature of CMS is the willingness to be self-critical. For example, Thompson (2004) has criticised CMS on three grounds: a tendency to critique but without resolving anything; an under-valuing of quantitative research; and an ‘extreme epistemic suspicion’ (369).

Kuhn (1996) suggests that the evolution of scientific theory emerges not from the straightforward accumulation of facts, but from a set of changing intellectual circumstances and possibilities. Emerging subject areas and disciplines evolve through disagreements about the appropriateness and limitations of existing methods and methodologies, which provoke the development of alternative ones. Arguably, one can see such a process occurring currently in higher education. University business faculties are being encouraged to adopt more social scientific orientations, and the content of Masters of Business Administration degrees is being critiqued as unsuited to demands of modern day management (Ivory et al., 2008). This latter academic weakness is perceived as contributing in some way to the current international credit crunch because graduates are weak in critical thinking and follow too slavishly the precepts of positivism and neo-classical economics; insights from other areas are required, including history, literature and art (Caulkin, 2008).

The adoption of Kuhn’s (1996) model allows for the charting of hospitality subject development. It provides a ‘window’ through which the academic insiders and outsiders can observe the manner in which factions within the community have intellectually challenged received assumptions, beliefs, and engaged in reflection, questioning the prevalent paradigm of the time. Jones (2004) and Lugosi (in press) argue that engaging in a process of critical reflection attests to the advancement that hospitality has made. Morrison and O’Gorman (2005: 455) stress this point in arguing that this process is significant contributing: ‘valuable texture and structure to a maturing academic field, and is essential for progress’.

The development of critical approaches to hospitality management research was inevitable, and it is possible to identify a number of factors that have led to this. Hospitality academia does not operate in isolation. The labour pool of hospitality researchers is arguably more diverse than hitherto, and the numbers of people with social scientific training entering hospitality management departments has increased; existing hospitality management academics are exposed to debates concerning critical approaches and they are increasingly engaging in discussions about the state of hospitality research (cf. Lashley and Morrison, 2000; Lashley et al. 2007a; Lugosi, 2008; Morrison and Lynch, 2007).
Debates surrounding the nature of hospitality management academia and the role of social scientific approaches have repeatedly emerged over the past three decades. Academics have questioned the theorisation of hospitality (Nailon, 1982), the historical and social nature of hospitality, including its potential to shape practice (Burgess, 1982; Hepple et al., 1990; King, 1995) as well as the role of social science in hospitality management education (cf., Lennon and Wood, 1992; Slattery, 1983; Wood, 1983, 1988). These works reveal a desire among hospitality academics to think critically about what they are attempting to study. They also highlight the need to critique the approaches used to research and teach hospitality.

Hospitality management research tends to be dominated by quantitative research and positivist epistemologies (cf. Crawford-Welch and McCleary, 1992; Hemming et al., 2005; Jones, 1998; Taylor and Edgar, 1996, 1999). However, more recently this has been countered by Tribe (2006) who proposes that tourism and hospitality studies have moved beyond the strait-jacketed fascination with positivistic research to embrace more reflexive and critical paths of enquiry. Debates about the focus of hospitality research, the fundamental assumptions that underpin it, and the approaches utilised have been rekindled in recent years. Researchers have critiqued existing positivist methodologies (Botterill, 2000), while proposing and evaluating alternative phenomenological and interpretative ones (Lynch, 2005; Sandiford and Seymour, 2007). Authors have reconsidered the scope and conceptual depth of hospitality research and have attempted to engage with a broader range of disciplines (cf. Lashley, 2008a; Lashley and Morrison, 2000; Lashley et al., 2007a; Lugosi, 2007a, 2007b, 2008; Lynch, 2005; Morrison, 2002). Finally, academics have also reconsidered the nature of teaching on hospitality management courses and the need to develop a broader, critical approach to its study (Morrison and O’Mahony, 2003; Morrison and O’Gorman, 2008). These emerging debates, coupled with those taking place in management studies, social science and tourism help to identify the essential features of a critical tradition. These are summarised below and in Figure 1, which positions this emerging approach in relation to contemporary hospitality management and the broader hospitality studies research agenda exemplified by Lashley (2008a) and Lashley et al. (2007b). It proposes that hospitality research may be characterised as following three orientations: hospitality management, critical hospitality management, and hospitality studies. In this representation, hospitality management research and hospitality studies research partly overlap, and is depicted thus in order to capture their ‘symbiotic relationship’ (Morrison and O’Gorman, 2008), and the conceptual spaces they create for critical hospitality management research as well as for their intellectually independent spaces.
Key features associated with CHMR as depicted in Figure 1 include:

- self-reflexive insofar as its practitioners are willing to engage in a process of self-evaluation and criticism;
- theoretically and conceptually rich, while avoiding reductionism or simplistic claims about truth;
- while it recognises critiques of the tyranny of relevance (Taylor and Edgar, 1996) it seeks to find new opportunities to apply emerging ideas to management research, practice and education;
- pluralistic in terms of embracing a wide range of methods and epistemologies;
- problematisation of quantitative methods, including the realist and positivist epistemologies underpinning them – although this should not mean that it must abandon them altogether, and researchers may seek ways to integrate different, supposedly incompatible approaches;
- experimental and willing to embrace risk, marginality and partiality; and
- ethical, conscious of power and the problematic nature of research relationships as well as issues of representation, ownership of knowledge and the
consequences of research (see for example Lugosi, 2006).

In summary, hospitality management research that has dominated the hospitality subject to date is conceived of as essentially pro-business, preoccupied with managerial practice and issues of industry importance (Lashley, 2000; Slattery, 2002), and essentially positivist or realist in orientation (Botterill, 2000). Researchers typically adopt statistical research methods giving rise to the creation of truth claims (Crawford-Welch and McCleary, 1992; Jones, 1998), and, relative to critical hospitality management and hospitality studies research, are conservative – supporting normative organisational management perspectives, values and assumptions (Lashley, 2000; Taylor and Edgar, 1996; 1999). Researchers are supported by management oriented collegiate networks.

Hospitality studies research has been a constant but understated dimension of the hospitality subject (Lashley, 2008a). It is broadly concerned with exploring the social, cultural, political and ethical dimensions of hospitality and is theory-oriented, seeking to build and interlink with wider theoretical arguments and propositions for the advancement of knowledge for its own sake (Lashley et al., 2007a). Moreover, hospitality studies has attempted to use hospitality to understand a wide range of social processes and has thus sought to advance other disciplinary knowledge (cf., Bell, 2007; Germann Molz and Gibson, 2007; Lugosi and Lugosi, 2008). Highly liberal in its approach, researchers often adhere to phenomenological or constructivist ontologies adopting experimental research methods associated with the more recent historical moments of qualitative research where researcher reflexivity is stressed in order to foreground the subjective process in the construction of knowledge (for example, Germann Molz and Gibson, 2007; Lashley et al. 2007a; Lugosi, 2006; Lynch, 2005). Multiple disciplinary perspectives are brought to bear and researchers engage with a complex set of collegiate networks.

Critical hospitality management research is formed from the areas of overlap between the two traditions, emanating from the tensions between, on the one hand, a desire to challenge some of the orthodoxies and normative assumptions of hospitality management research and, on the other hand, a concern with enhancing hospitality management research by employing the strengths of social scientific approaches (cf., Hemmington, 2007; Lugosi, 2007b, 2008; Wood, 2007). Thus, in this conceptual meeting-ground, critical hospitality management research’s concern is with theory informed practice, with dual advocacy of management and social scientific orientations. Researchers may draw upon a mix of qualitative and quantitative techniques and are willing to embrace pluralistic and experimental research methods. In relation to their object of study, researchers are ethically aware and reflexive in terms of their influence in the process of creating knowledge. Reflecting their positioning in the academic community, critical researchers draw upon wide collegiate networks that include but extend beyond those involved in the existing hospitality management research community.

Figure 1 is a helpful conceptual framework here for argument-building purposes. It is likely that the description of the salient characteristics of the hospitality research approaches, and their ensuing ontological, epistemological and methodological stances, is broadly recognisable. However, as with any representational device it is problematic in that it implicitly suggests clearer delineations and characteristics than may be the case as well as overlooking the possibility of resistance to such simplistic characterisations. It should also be noted that critical hospitality management research emanates from its
own academic cultural context which should not be assumed to mirror that of a broader CMS. Thus, its precise form and development will be grounded within the priorities determined by the hospitality research community.

Questions and challenges for a critical research agenda

From the foregoing discussion it is possible to identify eight areas, which pose particular questions and intellectual, structural and processual challenges for the development of CHMR. The eight areas emerged from a critical analysis of contemporary debates about knowledge generation (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; 2005a), management research (Clegg et al., 2006; Fournier and Grey, 2000) as well as debates about research in cognate areas (Franklin and Crang, 2001). The issues raised here draw on recent discussions about the present and future of hospitality management research (cf., Jones and Lockwood, 2008, Lashley, 2008b, Lynch, 2008; Pizam, 2008); and they also reflect on a broader set of factors influencing hospitality management research and education (cf., Airey and Tribe, 2000; Baum, 2008; Hemmington, 2008; Jenkins and Healey, 2005). In short, the following section is concerned with how hospitality management research is conceptualised, how it is produced, applied and how it is evaluated. It also considers the contexts in which management research emerges and the range of stakeholders who are involved in and influenced by its production.

Criticality

As Ateljevic et al. (2007) argue the notion of criticality is frequently associated with a Marxist or neo-Marxist approach to capitalism and with the establishment of a dissenting group which criticises the status quo but does little to change it or offer reasonable solutions. However, criticality should be thought of partly as an intellectual exercise, which challenges commonly accepted principles, but also as an ideological challenge to initiate change. Criticality here involves a willingness to be critical of the hospitality academy and its existing traditions, as well as the need to remain critical of the practice of hospitality in commercial settings. Indeed, recognition should be given to a range of management approaches from critical pragmatism (Alvesson and Deetz, 2000) to critical theory and critical realism to postmodernism (Thompson, 2004). Further, Thompson (2004) and Clegg et al. (2006) note that CMS in the past has offered radical critiques of management practice, but has not taken enough action to initiate change. The challenge is to apply these insights into research, pedagogy and organisational practice.

Ethics and advocacy

Following on from the previous point, it is necessary to engage in critical debates about the ethical implications of adopting particular research strategies (see e.g. Lugosi, 2006). More importantly, it is also necessary to question how research engenders enlightened practice, positive change or reinforces existing asymmetric power relations. Ethical management practice in the service sectors and in hospitality organisations is receiving growing attention (cf., Enz, 2002; Rendtorff and Mattsson, 2008; Reynolds, 2000). Ethical decision making is increasingly viewed as an important management skill (Enz, 2002; Kincaid et al., 2008; Reynolds, 2000); student and practitioner engagement with ethics has been examined in a number of studies (Lynn et al., 2007; Stevens, 2001;
Upchurch, 1998); and several studies have examined the link between ethical practice and successful business performance (cf., Luria and Yagil, 2008; Rendtorff and Mattsson, 2008; Reynolds, 2000). In developing ethical research the challenge is to examine the researcher’s stance and how particular interests of stakeholders are best met (Lugosi, in press); moreover, how researchers can mediate between different stakeholders (see, for example, Rimmington et al., 2006).

**Scale, claims of legitimacy and research quality**

Pizam (2008) and Rivera and Upchurch (2008) claimed that the use of complex statistical techniques was evidence that hospitality management research had reached a level of credibility. Although the proposition is laudable, it implies that small scale research and qualitative methods are not considered to be credible. This reflects and reinforces existing discourses of propriety in hospitality management research as well as cultural preferences and traditions regarding research methods. Recognition of qualitative research as a distinctive research method in its own right with differential criteria to determine quality is lacking (Bryman, 2001). Smaller, interpretative studies also have potential to offer important insights into the nature of hospitality management. For example, studies by Marshall (1986), Crang (1994), Fine (1996) and Peacock and Kübler (2001) help to understand the complexity of organisational cultures and service work, and they also reveal the problematic nature of control and power in hospitality organisations. Debates in social science point to alternative criteria for the evaluation of research. Qualitative researchers emphasise notions of subjectivity, positionality, authenticity, aesthetic merit, reflexivity, morality and an overt ethical consciousness, reciprocity, criticality, political engagement, emancipation and polyvocality when discussing the merits of their craft (Lincoln, 1995; Denzin, 2003; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, 2005a; Richardson, 2000). CHMR will need to challenge criticism directed at credibility and legitimacy. Moreover, in demonstrating further the rich insights provided by alternative methods and methodologies, CHMR has to institutionalise a broader set of quality indicators that include reflexivity and the acknowledgement of the researcher’s role in knowledge generation, epistemological transparency, a critical awareness of the ethical dimensions of research and practice, and engagement with a broader set of stakeholder interests. This necessitates rigorous self-criticality in the evaluation of research outputs in terms of scientific value.

**Representation and the researcher**

Linked to the production of knowledge is the role of the researcher and also the use of first person narratives. Highly qualitative research methods in hospitality are rare, yet they offer potentially powerful investigatory tools that may open up new avenues and shed new theoretical insights (Lynch, 2005). Such approaches necessitate the researcher acknowledging their role in knowledge production in an open and reflexive manner. In so doing, this should not mean that reflexivity is somehow being privileged over non-reflexive accounts, nor should it lead to narcissistic narratives (Lynch, 2000; Maton, 2003). However, the hospitality researcher is certainly in need of locating themselves in relation to their object of study especially in a context where the purpose of research is highly contested.

**Affiliation**

Growing numbers of academics outside hospitality management departments are beginning to engage with the concept of hospitality (Bell, 2007; Germann Molz and
This engagement raises serious questions about where hospitality management researchers will find new networks of intellectual camaraderie, and whether emerging hospitality research will feed into broader debates in the disciplines of geography, sociology and anthropology, but do little or anything to advance hospitality management scholarship. In particular, one must question the theoretical and philosophical development to date of hospitality management research and consider their future development. There is also the question of current and future interrelationships between tourism and leisure studies, as hospitality is often associated with these subjects. Lynch (2008), for example, has recently questioned whether a closer affiliation with tourism academia is beneficial to future hospitality research. Finally, there is also a need to consider how hospitality can align itself with a broader organisational, human resource or service sector management and whether this will benefit hospitality management research. It is clear that the scope, composition and nature of disciplinary territory that is concerned with hospitality, and affiliations therein, is being remapped. The challenge for critical hospitality management is to demonstrate intellectual contribution, space, place, and tribal affiliation(s) within the new depiction.

Audiencing

Litteljohn (2004), points to the potential weakening or dilution of hospitality research, which may result from academics publishing in disciplinary focused journals and by shifting emphasis from hospitality specific to more generic management issues. Indeed, it is arguable that hospitality is already an endangered subject as its journals are not rated highly (Harvey, Morris and Kelly, 2008) and appointments and career decisions are being made with regard to them. Such a position is taken by university managers even though examination of how the lists are constructed finds them to be lacking in credibility (Hemmington, 2008). For instance, a foundation stone of the United Kingdom's Association of Business Schools' adopted journal list (Harvey, Morris and Kelly, 2008) is that hospitality and tourism are one and the same subject. Accepting this position permits the authors of the list to legitimise tourism and other non-subject researchers reaching judgements on the quality of the hospitality journals; it also provides a veil of legitimacy for an absence of hospitality expert advisers and an absence of meaningful proactive consultation with the hospitality research community for its views (Hemmington, 2008). This stance is taken despite research indicating that perceptions of research quality differ according to one's subject perspective; simply, hospitality researchers rank hospitality journals higher than tourism researchers and tourism journals less highly and vice versa (McKercher et al., 2006; Sheldon 1990). Howey et al. (1999) report a low incidence of cross-citations among hospitality and tourism research publications; both academic communities are much more inclined to draw on sources from outside either field, approximately 80% of citations. The distinctiveness of each academic field is evident (Jamal et al., 2008; Stear and Griffin, 1993) and is apparent in the differential institutions and associated apparatus supporting the subjects.

Finally, how is a critical research agenda, with all its intellectual eclecticism served by existing journals? Tribe (2006) and Lugosi (in press) have criticised the existing gatekeepers and institutional forces for perpetuating particular notions of tourism and hospitality research. A more significant presence on editorial boards and reviewer panels of hospitality researchers willing to take a critical approach will help to create a more prominent role for critical hospitality management. As Lugosi (in press) and Morrison and
Lynch (2007) argue, it may require the establishment of new journal outlets that can accommodate a broader critical agenda. Thus, within the above context exist many complex audiencing challenges from CHMR, with career progression incentives, ill-informed proxies for quality, political and institutional forces, gatekeepers, working counter to the development and dissemination of the field’s distinctiveness.

**Institutions and institutional contexts**

From the foregoing it can be surmised that an important challenge will be the identity and distinctiveness of hospitality management research within academic institutions. For example, a decision has been made recently to disband the Department of Hospitality and Tourism Management in Strathclyde University with hospitality-related academics being re-located to appropriate cognate groups within the Business School (see Baum, 2008). Commentators have highlighted the challenges faced by social science driven hospitality and leisure researchers in business and management faculties (Lugosi, in press; Scott and Lugosi, 2005). Researchers’ affiliations to different disciplines, communities and institutions can create conflicts of interest and multidisciplinary contribution may be suppressed by the institutional discourses of business schools. Does the absorption of hospitality within business schools endanger hospitality management research by suppressing it in a more mainstream and more established institutional context or will this help to create beneficial new affiliations and critical communities?

**Management research and pedagogy**

Finally, it is important to reconsider the relationship between CHMR and pedagogy. Previous exploratory work by Thomas and Harris (2001) highlighted the perceived benefits and challenges associated with research-informed teaching. Certainly there is emphasis on making the link between the two activities more overt (Jenkins, 2004; Jenkins and Healey, 2005). It has already been suggested that applied hospitality management education encompasses ethical, critical and social scientific dimensions (Cole, 2005); the challenge remains to create further curriculum space (Airey and Tribe, 2000) for a critical management approach that complements applied, vocational aspects of hospitality management education. As several commentators have argued (Lashley, 1999; Tribe, 2002; Morrison and O'Mahony, 2003), a critical research agenda feeds into contemporary debates about the need to develop dynamic, reflective practitioners. Botterill (2000: 194) augments this by saying that the status of the field could be increased as: ‘Critical social science promises, therefore, to provoke, in this case to raise the status of hospitality and thereby elevate the interests it represents, including, ironically, the hospitality industry’. Thus, equally valued are the research of hospitality and the research of hospitality management as they intersect within a critical analysis framework, for as Morrison and O’Mahony (2003:39) point out for a pedagogical perspective this has the: ‘potential to generate new ways of thinking and a wider appreciation of world views’.

**Conclusion**

The past two decades has seen numerous debates about the development or maturation of hospitality research (cf. Jones, 1996; 1998; 2004; Litteljohn, 1990; Morrison, 2002; Taylor and Edgar, 1996). Some colleagues are positive about the current state of hospitality research (Pizam, 2003; 2008), while others remain sceptical.
Hospitality research did not perform well in the UK Research Assessment Exercise (Jones, 2004, Litteljohn, 2004) and hospitality journals have yet to reach a high level of international recognition in journal rankings (Lynch, 2008). Nevertheless, it is clear that hospitality research has evolved and engaging in critical dialogue about its current state and future prospects is further evidence of its ongoing evolution.

The CHMR agenda proposed in this paper reflects and subsequently drives this development process. More importantly, rather than outlining the research agenda for one area of research, for example, consumer behaviour, marketing or operations management, the critical approach discussed here presents the fundamental principles that can underpin research in multiple fields of inquiry. CHMR is not a singular type of research and future studies are likely to reflect one or more features that were highlighted earlier, without conforming to all. Nevertheless, at the core of CHMR is the redefinition of the notion of ‘relevance’. Firstly, rather than assume a narrow view of relevance in terms of an audience, that is, to industry, management or even management researchers, CHMR should also show some awareness of relevance to a broader set of stakeholders, including consumers, staff, suppliers, students, academics from diverse disciplines and members of other communities affected by hospitality management research and practice. Secondly, a redefinition of relevance is also concerned with how research may be relevant. More specifically, relevance should no longer be thought of simply in terms of better management practice (for example, lower cost or greater efficiencies) but also relevance in terms of building responsible practice among various stakeholders. Relevance is perhaps best conceived of as involving various degrees of separation from, in this case, management practice. This separation helps to develop the ability to reflect differently on one’s work, employing organisation, industry or commercial product; separation may also facilitate a willingness to question normative assumptions and to challenge the status quo. Relevant CHMR may therefore refer to outputs that help to develop moral and intellectual capabilities as well as applicable business techniques and practical competencies.
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